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In thispresentationwewillshowsomeof theexperimentsthat havebeen 

doneinthemediasector;especially theonesthat wehavedoneat VRT, 

thepublicmediabroadcaster inFlanders, Belgium.

Theseexperimentscanmaybehelptogetsomeideasfor new 

explorationswithinyourprojects.

https://www.vrtinternational.com/news/vrts-multifunctional-studio-a-view-to-the-future

http://www.vrtinternational.com/news/vrts-multifunctional-studio-a-view-to-the-future
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Wehavea longhistoryof usingartificial 

intelligenceandmachinelearning inmedia



predictionalgoritms 

forcontentpublication Data analysis

Personalised 

recommendations
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AI supportedsubtitling

AI enhancedvideoquality



Objectrecognition
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Contextanalysis

Facedetection,sentiment

analysis&topicanalysis
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Twoimportantthingsarehappeningsimultaneously
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DigitalTransformation
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Media is currently undergoing a huge digital shift; more content is consumed via 

digital applications. This transforms the way of creating and publishing content. We 

consume media in a different way than we did with “classic” media, leading to a 

change in business models.
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I f you know that the influx

of new subscribers is 80%

digital,
then I don't need to tell 

you where we are going in 

the next ten years

—Christian Van Thillo, Executive Chairman DPG Media
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GenerativeAI
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The rise and impact of ChatGPT changed the AI landscape
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Weneedtoexperiment

Learn what can be created

Learn how it can be used in existing story creation and publishing workflows 

Learn what doesn’t work

Learn how people feel about it 

Learn about the obstacles and challenges
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NewsAssistant
experiment

Internal experiment:

- top 3 visited news articles

- Summarised

- Adding short URL

- Adding call to action

- Experimenting with tone of voice
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VisualPodcasts
experiment

How do you make podcasts accessible to Deaf people?

- Hand movements not always clear enough

- Face expressions are not yet OK

- It’s not only an audio production anymore, but a video production (thus, requires 

different expertises in the production process)

- Camera movements are different for use with Deaf people (you need to clearly see 

the signs and expressions)
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AutomaticSubtitling
experiment

How to provide quality automatic subtitling for short form video 

and streaming video (not linear broadcasts)?

- Train a specific language model, for a small language (Flemish; 

which is a regional version of Dutch)

- Optimised for media services

- Training data: how to cope with IP & copyrights on source data?

- Continuous training: challenges in normalising source data 

across different providers
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Virtualhost

experiment

How to make a personalised experience for on-demand media content, 

just like On-Air radio broadcasts?

- How to make a consistent tone of voice, and natural sounding host, 

when creating automatically generated scripts (with ex. ChatGPT)?

- Privacy & IP with voice cloning

- How to create a synthetic voice (new voice, not based on 1person)

https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2023/11/09/ai-goeiemorgen-morgen/

https://radiowereld.nl/medianieuws/2023/12/vlaanderen-mnm-

experimenteert-met-ai-deejay-in-de-avond-audio/

http://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2023/11/09/ai-goeiemorgen-morgen/


Technical Regulatory Societal

Challenges
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Change 

Trust 

Bias

Fake news

Copyright 

IP

Privacy 

Company governance

Existing workflows 

Hallucinations 

Energy sustainability 

System scalability
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